Quickly find the right putter for your customer and increase sales.
PutterFit is a high tech way for Retailers to help customers select the putter that suits them best. And it’s easy to use!
PutterFit - designed in conjunction with golf professionals and retailers across the world uses HOLE MORE PUTTS™ Tablet technology Infrared motion sensors taking 6,600 measures per second – to ensure accurate and consistent feedback.
After just 5 putts, PutterFit calculates a PutterFit Index, a measure of suitability of the putter to the golfer. The more suitable the putter is to
achieving a square face and a consistently centred strike, the higher the PutterFit Index will be.
After each putter test, the PutterFit Website will provide recommendations on selecting a more suitable putter - be it a different head style,
shaft position, increase / decrease in putter length amongst many potential solutions.

The following pages walk you through the PutterFit system.

PutterFit is designed to be intuitive,
suitable for all users including members of
public.

Public Access Lock. Allows a member of
public to use the system on their own without
being able to access any sensitive
information.

Adding Profiles
Enables a store to capture customer data.

Selecting Putters
Users (Staff / Public) can select quickly & easily their
chosen putter for testing.

Putters available for selection are managed in the
‘Putter Database’ – You only select the putters you want
to show and be made available for recommendation.

Getting Data to PutterFit
After the customer takes 5 putts on the Hole More Putts™
Tablet, then the user can press ‘sync’ to upload the data, takes
just a few seconds to get to the website.
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Comprehensive Data / Results / Recommendations
1. PutterFit Index Score: measure of putter suitability between the golfer and
the putter, taking into account the score averages and levels of consistency in
Face Angle, Strike Point and Putter Face Rotation.
2. Average Face Angle: formulated average from the Face Angle results at
impact of the 5 putts.
3. Average Strike Point: formulated average from the Strike Points at impact
of the 5 putts.
4. Average Face Rotation: formulated average from the amount of Putter
Face Rotation coming in to impact of the 5 putts.
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Comprehensive Data / Results / Recommendations
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5. Consistency: a measure of consistency for each result.
6. Diagnosis: based on the result of 5 putts, recommendations are made for each
of the 3 elements (Face Angle, Strike Point, Putter Face Rotation) that can help the
golfer find a more suitable putter. Depending on the nature of your business you can
enable / disable ‘Instruction’ as a recommendation from the Admin Profile
(Settings).
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7. Help / Tooltip: Clicking on this will give guidance as to why the recommendation
was made.
8. Recommendations: putters that correspond to the above diagnosis and
characteristics are selected from your Putter Database.
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9. Filters: Using filters will allow you to show results for a specific brand, length
etc...
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Comprehensive Data / Results / Recommendations
1. Face Angle: the Face Angle result for this putt.
2. Strike Point: strike point location result for this putt.
3. Putter Face Rotation: the amount of Putter Face Rotation for this putt.

4. Path Video: the video will demonstrate the path of the putter head as it
comes in to impact. (Note: this does not incorporate Putter Face Rotation.)
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Choosing a Recommended Putter
From the results and recommendations a list of recommended
putters that would be more suitable are generated.
This list comes from your own stock—see putter database section
for further details

Comparing Results
After 2 or more putter tests the user is able to see
clearly which putter performs best for them.

Sharing Results
You have the option to share data with your customer

Results Email
Example of a data share email sent to your customer

Managing Your Putter Database
Most major putter brands supported, more will be added over time.
You also have the option to add any custom / additional putter that
does not appear in this list.

Managing Your Putter Database
Simply click and select which putters you want to have appear in
your selection / recommendation lists

Your Settings Are Flexible
PutterFit allows you to manage whether the system can
recommend instruction as part of the recommendations as
well as whether you/your staff is able to share results data to
the customer.

Every fitting compiled by a
staff member is recorded in
their own profile section.

Managing Your Staff Performance
Staff members can have their own individual profiles, allowing
them to keep record of the fittings they do. It also allows you
as the store owner to keep watch over and monitor staff
performance.

